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Failing 1 Addictions
Addiction a repetitive compulsive behavior gratifying a perceived need.
Addicts delude themselves by not accepting the harm their behavior is
doing. Harm to themselves, family, friends, work mates and community.
Addictions, Failings, that are morally unacceptable! Adrenaline, Alcohol,
Drugs, Gambling, New technology, Overeating, Pornography, Shopping,
Smoking. Addicts (junkies) are ignorant (stupid), gullible (foolish) and
weak (pathetic) ! They are a burden, threat, held accountable every time.
Addicts are delusional! Addicts do not believe they are addicted as long
as they are enjoying themselves and holding their lives together. Addictions limit addicts individuality and freedoms as they become more restricted in their behavior. They become more useless. They become a bigger burden to family, friends, community. Eventually, the community
has to take over running their life.
When people are addicted, their enjoyment often becomes focused on
carrying out their habit and reliving withdrawal. Rather than the full
range of experiences which form their full potential for happiness of non
addiction. A civil duty: always hold addicts accountable.
Addicts with illicit addictions enjoy the secretive
nature of their habit! Illicit addictions result in imprisonment and loss of self respect. Community
takes over running their lives.
Addicted become a threat to themselves, family,
friends, community. They become delusional, dishonest, deceitful, selfish, uncaring immoral, anti
social. A civil duty, always report addicts.
This forces the Shire (community) to control their lifestyle. Limiting freedoms and rights. Addicts are given psychiatric help, join help support
groups. Relapse addicts are quarantined to protect the community especially young.

1 God is waiting to hear from you !

Addiction Prayer
Dear 1 God, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
Help me be not an addict
Help Humankind contain addictions
Punish addictions providers in life and Afterlife
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Let this community be addiction free
For the Glory of 1 God and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used as needed and on Addiction day!

Adrenaline addiction
Adrenaline, is a hormone that acts as a neurotransmitter. It is the main
cause of a stress reaction to a threat to the physical integrity of the body.
The body is running on emergency reserves.
Excessive participation in aerobics, car racing, jogging, sky diving.. Participant’s become addicted to a adrenaline rush from this activity. These
addicts become depressed when they cannot get their 'rush'.

When Adrenalin is released into the bloodstream. It acts to increase
heart rate, blood pressure, dilates the pupils, raises the blood sugar level,
diverts blood flow from skin and inner organs. People who are constantly
angry, feel guilty, or worrisome arouse their adrenaline hormone even
though they may sit around doing nothing else. Angry worried: meditate
A need for speed is an adrenaline affliction. Any racing gives an adrenaline rush. Winning gives an even bigger rush. Winners rush leads to
wanting more. Losing leads to anxiety. This anxiety leads to desperation.
Wanting to win at any cost (cheating, substance abuse, kill to win..). The
human body was not designed for speed. Their is no need for speed. Winning is selfish.

Anti social behavior gives an adrenaline rush. The more obnoxious, outrages the bigger the rush. Ask any punk road terrorist (burnout, wheelies, cutting off, pushing of a road, tailgating, extra loud..), gang member
(bullying, vandalism, violence), serial killer (inflicting fear, pain, death).
Anti social behavior is a threat to the community and is prosecuted MS
R1-7 It is a civil duty to report, road rage, dangerous driving, accidents,
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any other form of bullying, vandalism, violence.
Dangerous activities (stunts, thrill seeking..) give an adrenaline rush.
People who otherwise cannot get a winners rush do dangerous activities.
These activities encourage copycats who get injured, killed, endangering
others. Dangerous activities (D.a.) end, MS R2. D.a. people have to pay
for rescue and medical expenses.

Being an Adrenaline junkie is an illness. Seek help! Now!
Alcohol addiction
Alcohol is consumed through drink and food. Consuming Alcohol leads
to behavioral changes (drunkenness).Drunkenness (alcoholism) is a
main cause of accidents, assaults, rape, vandalism. Drunks are a burden,
a nuisance, a threat to the community, prosecute and cage them.
Alcoholism is the overpowering need to consume alcohol. Like
all addicts, alcoholics put their own selfish needs above that of
others and the community. Alcoholics will beg, borrow and
steal to get a drink! Alcoholics need treatment. Treatment consists of drying out! Treatment is not a a cure. Alcoholics soon
are back being Drunks!
The best help for Alcoholics is to stop the availability of Alcohol. Production, marketing and distribution of Alcohol, ends! Alcoholics are held accountable!

Zero Tolerance to Alcohol!!!

Christianity is the main cause of spreading Alcoholism.

Christian idol (false idol) Jesus (false messiah) told Christians drink alcohol (red wine). Christians drink alcohol at religious gatherings and
non religious gatherings. Christian He and She drink alcohol before mat-
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ing. Christian She continuous drinking alcohol during
pregnancy and breast feeding. Christian parents encourage their children to drink alcohol. Christian parents are bad parents! Christian clergy encourage their
congregation to drink alcohol during mess in church.
Christian clergy are anti God a health risk to the community bad. These bad clergy all end up in hell!
A young Christian having been weaned on alcohol. At
mess, in church sees, priest, parents, friends, neighbors, others all drink (guzzle) alcohol. A young Christian sees parents drink alcohol at home, functions and
leisure time. A young Christian (He She) when socializing within their age group faces peer-pressure to
binge drink to be acceptable. Young Christian He get
young She drunk to mate or rape. Both become Trash'.
Shame, Shun, Trash!
Christian monks could not find spiritual inspiration
through praying, reading the scriptures. Turned to alcohol for spiritual inspiration. Not happy, monks produced their own alcohol. Producing and drinking alcohol kept monks in a constant state of drunken stupor.
Now they had insights (la la land).
Catholic Schools are like Taverns. Principals have a bar (expensive alcohol), teachers social club has a bar. Administration has wine (cheap) for
mess and fund raising.
Every Friday and Saturday drunken Christians bash,
rape and kill. On Sunday they confess get forgiven. At
mess they drink (alcohol). After church they go binge
drink with friends, family. Binge drink Christians are
the main cause of 'Domestic Violence'. 1 God is dismayed, will not forgive, but hold accountable! So do
humans. Every drunk is accountable.
Christianity because it encourages the consumption of alcohol is not
acceptable as a religion or cult. 1 God does not want Humankind to destroy its health by consuming alcohol. 1 God is disappointed with (especially Christian parents) Christian addiction to Alcohol.

Say No to Christianity !!! Say No to Alcohol !!!
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Must do :
She is not to mate with drunk He. He is not to mate with drunk She. She
drinking during pregnancy is put under home arrest. She drinking while
breast feeding is put under home arrest. Every community has a duty of
care to every unborn, newborn. Alcoholic She is not suitable to be a parent. Foster parents raise Alcoholic She's baby.
Parents with underage children (She 17, He 18) that drink alcohol are unacceptable. Every community has a duty of care to every under age child.
Alcoholic Parents Holy Matrimony Contract is canceled their underage
children are raised by Foster parents.
Education facilities are Alcohol free. Educators (Principals, Teachers, Administrators) who bring, consume Alcohol are removed, banned from
Schools. Christian Education facilities are transferred to public education (without compensation). Christian Educators (Principals, Teachers,
Administrators) are removed and banned from Education. Their school
bars are demolished their Alcohol is destroyed!
Every community (Shire) has a duty of care to its people. Alcohol a community threat needs containing,
eradicating. Every Shire is to ban alcohol and enforce
the ban. Province bans production, distribution of Alcohol. Illegal production, distribution of Alcohol is
prosecuted MS R6. Existing production, distribution of Alcohol is stopped, closed down. No compensation is given. Alcohol is destroyed.
Deny Christian churches, cults charity status, tax exemption.
Make being drunk a Crime, MS R2. No bail for drunks. Any Crime committed while being drunk doubles (x 2) Rehabilitation.

Filtered Water
for good Health !!!
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Drug addiction
It is common knowledge that mind altering substances
(drugs) are bad for the human body. Yet 99 % of Drug
Junkies take drugs by choice. They are either extraordinary dumb or just anti community scum. Don't feel
pity for Drug Junkies their problem is self inflicted.
Cage these threats to the community, MS R4. Manufacturers, distributors, providers of mind altering substances, illegal or legalized, are caged, MS R7. The legalization of mind altering substances is criminal, bad
law that is reversed.
Any Crime committed while being under the influence of mind altering
substance (s) trebles (x 3) Rehabilitation. Being under the influence of
Alcohol and mind altering substances Rehabilitation is increased by a
multiplier of 5 (x 5).

Zero Tolerance to mind altering substances !!!
Gambling addiction
Gambling uses human weakness, deceit to bring misery, poverty to individuals', families and the community. Gambling promoters prey on the
desperate. Gambling involves betting (on anything), lotteries (you got to
be in it to win it), speculating (betting asset values will increase) hedging
(insurance, futures, options,..). Don’t feel sorry for gamblers. weak, selfish, dumb individual’s believe they deserve unearned wealth. They don’t.
Shun! Shame! Hold them accountable.
Taken advantage of peoples weakness is a crime, cage gambling providers, MS R7. Gambling venues (Betting shops, Future exchanges', Casinos', Reality entertainment, Stock exchanges) are closed. Confiscate all
profits, assets of gambling providers and professional gamblers (funds
manager, land speculators, share traders, futures traders..). Cancel: Freehold (Investment property). Individuals' that win (includes reality entertainment winners), loose to 100% tax on winnings . Replace, hold accountable, MS R7 Government allowing gambling.
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Reality entertainment participants are the
most embarrassing gamblers. They behave
disgusting, betray, deceive, humiliate
themselves, others, lie, gambling that they
win. Winners loose winnings to 100% tax
on winnings (unearned income). Shun
Players, Promoters, Sponsors.
Gamblers are dumb, deluded, selfish bad
people. Gambling provider are deceitful
parasitic predatory profiteer’s. Both are
‘Bad’ are accountable. Government allowing gambling is replaced, get’s, MS R7!

Zero Tolerance to Gambling !
New technology addiction
New technology junkies can be amusing. They camp outside a retailer
waiting to buy a new over priced gadget. How silly!
New technology junkies a silly mutation of 'Shopping addiction'. They
are the greatest cause of waste. They discard goods that work and have a
long use bye date. They never learn to use their new technology. Because
they do not have it long enough. These junkies turn a long term product
into a disposable. Shun, Shame these polluters!
Most new technology is not recyclable. Creating waste disposal problems
for a Shire, future generations. A microchip manufacturer brings out a
new chip every 6 months to cater for new technology junkies. Perfectly
functioning chips are discarded. What a waste. Environmental vandalism. Manufacturer, distributor, MS R7 !
The community needs to set guidelines. C.G. solution, every new product has a shelf life of 7 years. It cannot be replaced with a new model for
7 years. Breach, MS R7 !

Overeating addiction
Eating is essential we can't live without it. Eating is a necessity, overeating is an addiction. Overeaters (Blubber People) can look forward to getting, blubbery, get more sweaty, tire more easy, trouble finding clothing
that fit, find chairs uncomfortable tight, trouble tying shoelaces. Have
clogged arteries, high blood pressure, get diabetes, die younger, probable
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have obese children.

Blubber is good for hippopotamus and whales. For humans too much
blubber is sickening. Being overweight makes a person more out of
breath, lethargic, tire easy, have more sickies, become a burden to oneself, family, friends, work mates, community. Being overweight is not acceptable. The community have a moral and civic duty to help.
Banquet, Feast, Smorgasbord, long meals type of eating are
out. Over eating is out. Consuming Alcohol while eating is
out. Desert’s are out. Eating small portion’s is in! Drinking
water with meal’s is in! Exercise is in!
Stop being blubbery. End, having alcohol, using
artificial sweetener in food, drink. Reduce a lot
using natural sweeteners, reduce sodium intake,
use only iodized salt. Stop eating manufactured
food. Have no more then 100 g of meat a day
that includes deli.

1 God is waiting to hear from you !

Blubber prayer

Good health Day 12.1.7 NAtm

Dear 1 God, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
Thank you for supplying me with Daily drink and food
Help me not to overeat and become blubbery
I endeavor to be deserving of small portions of food every day
May I be spared agonizing health issues because of overeating
For the Glory of 1 God and the Good of Humankind
Blubber people use this prayer before every feed!

Zero Tolerance to overeating !
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Pornography addiction
Pornography is entertainment depicting immoral lust. Watching it eventually leads to wanting more, more bizarre, more disgusting, more depraved, more sickening. Pornography the pervert addiction.
Pornography providers rely on willing, unwilling participants. These providers exploit alcohol, drug junkies, old people with dementia, child slaves, to participate in their entertainment. Pornography providers,
Government allowing pornography get, MS R7
Immoral lust (pornography) is entertainment that depicts nudity, self
gratification, mating: with animals, children, same gender, opposite gender, transgender. Providers (media, venues) of this type of entertainment are closed down and MS R7. All pornography is destroyed by the
Shire. Perverts need to seek help.

Erase delete shred,.. Pornography !
Shopping addiction
You enter a shop, you can't leave without shopping. A new product is released or ½ yearly 'Sale', you stand outside a store for many hours, you
have to be the 1st to get the product(s). You are an addict! A shopping
junkie! You need help. C.G. Gathering, Shire provide support.
Greedy Profiteers use these addicts to their advantage. Marketers' create
something new (usually unneeded, junk). Then market it as something
that everyone has to have. Shopping junkie buys!
A advertising campaign is mainly aimed at shopping junkies. Providers of shopping addicts with Junk are a large
source of rubbish, garbage. Advertising of non essentials
ends. Delivery of Junk mail to mailboxes ends, breaches:
MS R4. Non essentials have an extra 50% tax (garbage)
charged. Shopping junkie’s seek help.
People with little brain usage, suffering boredom, have too much idle
time, too much money, spend their time shopping. Spend your time volunteering, it is more rewarding. For socializing attend Gathering.

Shopping junkies main cause of Garbage avalanche,
it Ends !
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Smoking vaping addiction
Smokers stink from the mouth. Their clothing stink.
They stink up a room. Their ashes are everywhere.
Their butts are everywhere. They are dirty, disgusting, stinking individuals. Shun, Shame them.
Smokers are a health risk to themselves. They burn
their lips, teeth, gums, mouth, throat, windpipe, lung
becoming sick, a burden to the community. Smokers
are lazy taking many smoke breaks and self inflicted
sickies. Hold them accountable!
Smokers are a health risk to others. Pregnant smokers are hurting their
unborn. After birth these newborn are sentenced to a life of having
health issues. They may have deformities, disabilities,.. Pregnant smokers are prosecuted, hurting unborn: MS R3. Children of smoking parents are to sue their parents for compensation.
Smokers are negligent. They start fires, homes, grass,
forest. They are held accountable, MS R4 and pay
compensation. They injure people and or animals,
MS R5 and pay compensation. They kill people and
or animals, MS R6 and pay compensation.
Passive smoke (assault) hurts people. Smokers that
create passive smoke are prosecuted, MS R3 and pay
compensation. Entities (entertainment, leisure, work,.
) that allow smoking are prosecuted, MS R3 and pay
compensation. Government that allow smoking are replaced and get, MS R7.
In 1951 (pagan calendar) it was established that smoking is unhealthy a
severe threat. Government and Government agencies, departments that
didn't 'Ban' smoking failed to serve and protect the community. Retrospective legislation is passed and these guilty get, MS R7 and pay compensation.

Any individual or group, business or other entity that promotes (freebies
, advertising, marketing), allows (parents, teachers, work, clubs, eateries,
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entertainment venue..), profits (suppliers, manufacturers, transporters,
wholesalers, retailers), makes available 'Smokes, Vapes' and or smoking
accessories get, MS R7 It doesn't matter what the 'Smokes, Vapes' contain. The act of smoking (vaping) is the health risk.

The act of smoking
is the health risk.
Zero Tolerance to Smoking Vaping !
People, organizations that create junkies, feed addiction are despicable, immoral, criminals. They are held
accountable, MS R7!
Note ! This applies to all ‘Addictions’. Parents of underage (17 She, 18
He) are accountable. MS R1, 1st offense, 2nd offense MS R2, loose all
their children. Cannot look after other underage.
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